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Abstract: 
 

The ethanol industry has experienced booms and busts throughout its nearly 200-
year history.  Currently the industry is booming with production due to market sentiment 
and enacted policies.  However, sentiment has begun to shift against corn ethanol due to 
increasing food costs and increased government expenditures propping up the industry.  
Despite the record increase in gasoline prices ethanol has struggled with its own rising 
costs of production and market turmoil.   

This masters project assesses the economics of corn-based ethanol production in 
the United States through the development of three models.  The Ethanol Supply Curve 
Model constructs an ethanol supply curve based on user defined commodity prices.  The 
model compares the marginal cost of ethanol production to the wholesale price of 
gasoline in order to determine the ability of ethanol to compete with gasoline and whether 
a fuel subsidy or renewable fuel standard is required to promote ethanol production.  The 
Ethanol Profit Model solves for a facility’s profit margin under user defined commodity 
conditions.  The Ethanol Variable Subsidy Model calculates the price-contingent subsidy 
required for ethanol to compete with gasoline on a price basis. 

A reference case is developed using commodity prices from U.S. government 
forecasts for 2008.  Due to the volatile state of commodity markets, several sensitivity 
analyses are completed to provide insight about the potential health of the ethanol 
industry under different conditions. 

The results from the reference case indicate the ethanol industry is facing a 
treacherous production environment.  The reference case scenario finds profit margins of 
$-0.1116/gallon for dry-mill ethanol producers, and $0.0498/gallon for wet-mill 
producers.  Ethanol producers require a 33% increase in the ethanol subsidy from 
$0.51/gallon to $0.6796/gallon in order to break-even with gasoline prices.  The Ethanol 
Supply Curve Model also shows that the market currently values ethanol on a gasoline-
energy equivalent basis rather than a volumetric basis.   

Several ethanol producers recently disclosed financial troubles, included the 
recent bankruptcy filing by VeraSun, one of the largest ethanol producers in the U.S.  If 
production conditions persist, more ethanol producers are at risk for bankruptcy.  The risk 
of bankruptcy is exacerbated given the current state of the credit markets and investor 
aversion to low-margin industries. Further government support may be necessary to 
maintain production levels or to meet federal production requirements. A key issue in 
2009 will be the reduction of the blender’s tax credit from $0.51/gal to $0.45/gal.   
Production growth is likely to be constrained, and the U.S. may have to relax production 
standards or consider other options to buoy the industry such as promoting ethanol 
pipeline infrastructure. 
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1.0 Executive Summary 
 

The ethanol industry has experienced booms and busts throughout its nearly 200-
year history.  Currently the industry is booming with production due to market sentiment 
and enacted policies.  However, sentiment has begun to shift against corn ethanol due to 
increasing food costs and increased government expenditures propping up the industry.  
Despite the record increase in gasoline prices ethanol has struggled with its own rising 
costs of production and market turmoil.   

Three models were constructed for this project to assess the economics of ethanol.  
The Ethanol Supply Curve Model constructs an ethanol supply curve based on user 
defined commodity prices.  The model compares the marginal cost of ethanol production 
to the wholesale price of gasoline in order to determine the ability of ethanol to compete 
with gasoline and whether a fuel subsidy or renewable fuel standard is required to 
promote ethanol production.  The Ethanol Profit Model solves for a facility’s profit 
margin under user defined commodity conditions.  The Ethanol Variable Subsidy Model 
calculates the price-contingent subsidy required for ethanol to compete with gasoline on a 
price basis. 

A reference case is developed using commodity prices from U.S. government 
forecasts for the 2008 year.  Due to the volatile state of commodity markets, several 
sensitivity analyses are completed to provide insight about the potential health of the 
ethanol industry under different conditions. 

The ethanol industry is facing a treacherous production environment based on the 
results from the three models utilizing U.S. Government’s 2008 forecasted commodity 
prices.  The reference case scenario finds profit margins of $-0.1116/gallon for dry-mill 
ethanol producers, and $0.0498/gallon for wet-mill producers.  Ethanol producers require 
a 33% increase in the ethanol subsidy from $0.51/gallon to $0.6796/gallon in order to 
break-even with gasoline prices.  The Ethanol Supply Curve Model also shows that the 
market currently values ethanol on a gasoline-energy equivalent basis rather than a 
volumetric basis.   

While ethanol producers struggle to achieve profitability, fuel blenders appear to 
benefit from the tax credit when ethanol is valued on a volumetric basis, and about break-
even on an energy equivalent basis.  Fuel blenders receive the $0.51/gal tax credit and 
therefore the cost of ethanol for the blenders is $0.51/gal cheaper than the market price.  
On a volumetric basis, fuel blender’s benefit because ethanol is currently cheaper than the 
gasoline it blends with. 

Several ethanol producers recently disclosed financial troubles, included the 
recent bankruptcy filing by VeraSun, one of the largest ethanol producers in the U.S.  If 
production conditions persist, more ethanol producers risk bankruptcy and thereby 
market consolidation.  The risk of bankruptcy is exacerbated given the current state of the 
credit markets and investor aversion to low-margin industries. Further government 
support may be necessary to maintain production levels or to meet federal production 
requirements. A key issue in 2009 will be the reduction of the blender’s tax credit from 
$0.51/gal to $0.45/gal.   Production growth is likely to be constrained, and the U.S. may 
have to relax production standards or consider other options to buoy the industry such as 
promoting ethanol pipeline infrastructure. 
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2.0 Introduction 
 

In recent years, interest in renewable energy resources has increased due to 
concerns about energy security and environmental impacts associated with the United 
States’ energy consumption.  With 96% of the U.S. transportation fuel derived from oil 
(EIA, 2007a), consumers have felt the impacts of skyrocketing oil prices.  Coupled with 
the fact that nearly 60% of the oil consumption is attributed to imports (EIA, 2007b), 
sentiment has shifted towards developing domestic and renewable fuels to relieve oil 
dependence.  Because of these conditions, the ethanol industry has seen a boom in 
production due to its ability to fetch competitive prices while providing the 
environmental benefits of fewer greenhouse gas emissions (GHG).  

Although ethanol has been used as a fuel for nearly two-hundred years, questions 
persist about its ability to compete with gasoline in the transportation fuel market.  
Ethanol prices vary depending upon a number of factors including gasoline prices, and 
costs of production including corn prices.  Increasing corn prices raises the question 
whether the ethanol industry can survive among record high feedstock prices (Jacobs, 
2008).  Likewise, the industry receives the brunt of the criticism for increased food costs 
due to ethanol production’s increasing corn demand (Barrionuevo, 2007).   

Businesses, consumers, and government officials wonder if ethanol growth can 
offset projected gasoline growth, and thereby increase domestic energy security (Gardner, 
2008).  Prospects for developing new ethanol production or continuing to produce 
ethanol have been clouded given the recent turmoil in credit and commodity markets.  
The recent turmoil has led to slim margins for some ethanol producers and bankruptcy for 
others, including VeraSun, one of the nation’s largest producers (Sims, 2008 and SEC, 
2008). Conditions have deteriorated enough that the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) is considering a direct financial bailout of ethanol producers (Piller, 
2008 and Looker, 2008).  Others wonder if ethanol is worthy of government subsidies, or 
if the government is wasting tax dollars propping up the industry (Kirchgaessner and 
Allison, 2008). 

Studying the economics of corn-based ethanol production under varying 
commodity conditions can help answer such questions and provide a framework for 
future decisions by producers or policy-makers.  In this project, three tools are developed 
from an ethanol marginal cost function to assess the economics of corn-based ethanol 
production, and potential policy options to promote ethanol production in an 
economically efficient manner.   

The first tool is the Ethanol Supply Curve model (ESC).  The model calculates the 
marginal production cost of ethanol for current and planned corn ethanol facilities given a 
set of user defined commodity prices.  The model compiles the marginal costs for each 
facility into a single curve.  The curve can be used to compare the supply cost of ethanol 
to the market price of ethanol and gasoline in order to evaluate the industry for potential 
profit windfalls or cash flow problems.  Likewise, current ethanol policies can be 
analyzed through the inclusion of a $0.51/gallon tax credit for ethanol fuel blenders or the 
potential for meeting the renewable fuel standard requirement in a profitable manner. 

The Ethanol Profit Model (EPROFIT) was developed in order to evaluate the 
financial health of an ethanol producer by solving for the producer’s profit margin.  The 
model calculates the producer’s marginal cost of production and compares the production 
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cost to the ethanol spot market price.  Model users define several input costs including 
corn, natural gas and others. 

The third tool is the Ethanol Variable Subsidy Model (EVSUB).  The inspiration 
for creating a tool to solve for a variable subsidy arises from the concern that the current 
ethanol subsidies are wasting government tax revenue.  The EIA reported that the Federal 
government lost $2.4 billion in revenue in 2006 due to tax credits for the ethanol industry 
(EIA, 2007e).  Variable subsidies for the ethanol industry are price-contingent, meaning 
the industry only receives a subsidy when the costs of production limit the industry’s 
ability to compete with gasoline on a price basis.  The model compares the marginal cost 
of producing a gallon of ethanol (on a gasoline energy equivalent basis) to the wholesale 
price of RBOB gasoline to solve for the variable subsidy.   

This report provides background information about the ethanol industry in order 
to provide an understanding of the challenges the industry faces.  A review of similar 
research will follow, along with a discussion of the transportation fuel market dynamics.  
The development of the three models is discussed in further detail followed by scenario 
rationale and results.  Computer code and instructions for model usage is included in the 
appendix. 
 
3.0 Ethanol Industry Background 

 
Ethanol is a clear, colorless alcohol fuel made from sugars found in plant biomass 

(EIA, 2007c). Ethanol is typically mixed with gasoline as an oxygenate in a 10:90 ratio 
(E10) or as the primary fuel in an 85:15 ratio (E85) with gasoline.  Ethanol in fuel is the 
same alcohol found in liquors such as whiskey, albeit liquors have a lower concentration 
of ethanol compared to the fuel.  In both instances, ethanol is produced through a 
fermentation process.   

In the United States, the most common way to make ethanol is to use to ferment 
the sugars and starches in corn with yeast.  Another form of ethanol, cellulosic, is 
produced from woody fibers, trees, grasses and crop wastes.  Yeast converts the starches 
and sugars into alcohol and carbon dioxide during the corn ethanol fermentation process.  
The ethanol is then distilled until a 100% ethanol solution is produced.  

Ethanol does not contain as much energy as gasoline when compared 
volumetrically.  A gallon of gasoline contains between 115,000 – 124,000 Btu, while 
ethanol contains about 75,700 - 83,333 Btu per gallon (ORNL 2002, and EIA 2008c/d).  
Therefore, it takes about 1.42 gallons of ethanol to equal the energy content in a gallon of 
gasoline.  Ethanol’s lower energy content results in poorer vehicle fuel economy.  For 
example, assume a vehicle running exclusively on gasoline achieves 30 miles per gallon 
(MPG).  That same vehicle achieves 21 MPG with pure ethanol, 29.1 MPG using E10, 
and 22.35 MPG using E85.1   

Depending on market preferences, ethanol can be valued in two ways because of 
the varying energy content among ethanol products.  Ethanol can be valued either on a 

                                                 
1 Calculations for hypothetical miles per gallon are based on 115,000 Btu/gal of gasoline and 80,500 
Btu/gal of ethanol.  A 30 MPG gasoline vehicle requires 3833.33 Btu of energy to travel one-mile 
(115,000/30).  The energy content of pure ethanol, E10, and E85 were divided by 3833.33 Btu to determine 
their respective MPG. 
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volumetric basis as a blending agent, or an energy equivalent basis with gasoline for its 
ability to achieve a desired MPG.   

 
The History of Ethanol 
 

Ethanol has been used as a fuel for nearly two hundred years.  However, ethanol 
never achieved large market penetration compared to its competitors for a number of 
reasons.  In 1826, Samuel Morey invented an engine that ran on ethanol and turpentine 
(Neely, 2007).  In the 1850s, ethanol was used as a lighting fuel.  A liquor tax of $2.00 
per gallon was placed on ethanol during the Civil War to help fund the war, thus making 
the fuel uncompetitive with kerosene (EIA, 2007d).   

Over 50 years later, the ethanol tax was revoked, and Henry Ford built the Model 
T with capabilities to run on ethanol, gasoline, or both. However, Standard Oil exerted 
itself as the country’s transportation fuel provider, and made gasoline the primary fuel of 
choice. Ethanol was relegated to a blending role with gasoline to boost octane and 
prevent engine knocking.   

Ethanol demand increased during both World Wars, but following World War II 
the price of ethanol dropped dramatically to the point that it was uneconomical to 
produce, and thus “virtually no commercial fuel ethanol was available anywhere in the 
U.S” until the 1970s (EIA, 2007d).  The ban of lead as an octane booster and the gasoline 
shortages of the 1970s reignited interest in ethanol.  Due to incentives and subsidies to 
produce, the ethanol industry rapidly expanded to 163 ethanol plants in 1984.  However, 
only 74 plants were producing one year later in 1985 due to a drop in price (Neely, 2007). 

 
Recent History 

 
Today, the industry is experiencing a similar boom in production as the early 

1980s bolstered by high, sustained gasoline prices, and concerns about climate change. 
Varieties of fuels are considered renewable, including biodiesel and certain forms of 
hydrogen.  However, corn ethanol has exerted itself as the dominant renewable fuel 
source and is expected to comprise the growth in renewable fuels in the near-term 
(Sissine, 2007).   

One of the many issues driving the promotion of corn ethanol is the perceived 
GHG emission reduction benefits from using ethanol rather than gasoline. Since corn is a 
plant, it absorbs carbon dioxide from the atmosphere as it grows.  Energy and fertilizers 
are used during the growth stage and refining process to turn corn into ethanol, thereby 
removing some of the carbon dioxide reduction gains from the corn plants growth.  In 
2005, Argonne National Laboratory concluded evaluating ethanol’s well-to-wheels 
energy and emission effects compared to gasoline.  The laboratory found that ethanol has 
about 20-30% lower per-mile GHG emissions than gasoline (Wang, 2005).  However, 
Searchinger et, al (2008) dispute the findings, and instead found that corn-based ethanol 
has double the GHG emissions of gasoline primarily due to land-use changes associated 
with increasing production.  Corn-based ethanol production has forged ahead despite the 
claims of increased emissions. 

In 2005, the EPA was given the authority to publish volumetric standards for 
producing renewable fuels under the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Pub. L. 109-58), and the 
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standard become known as the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS).  The RFS is a binding 
mandate by the government, requiring refiners, importers and blenders of gasoline to 
blend a specific volume of renewable fuel with gasoline during a specific time period 
(Federal Register, 2008).  The initial standard focused primarily on corn-based ethanol, 
and required the production of 4.5 billion gallons in 2005, and increasing to 7.5 billion 
gallons in 2012.   

Production of ethanol far exceeded the mandated levels in 2007 (Figure 1). 
Congress enacted the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, which increased 
production mandates for ethanol to 36 billion gallons by 2022 (Pub. L. 110-140).  During 
his campaign, President Barack Obama pledged to boost government mandates for 
biofuels.  President Obama’s energy plan calls for 60 billion gallons of advanced biofuels 
by 2030, which is over six times greater than current production (Obama/Biden 2008).   

The current RFS delineates volumes for different types of ethanol, including corn-
based, cellulosic, and advanced biofuels. Advanced biofuel is non-cellulosic ethanol 
determined upon the amount of potential GHG reduction. The new standard mandates the 
production of corn-based ethanol up to 15 billion gallons by 2015 (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1 – Historic annual ethanol production, requirements for the Renewable Fuel 
Standard (data from RFA), and President Obama’s proposed biofuel requirement. 
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Figure 2 – Ethanol specific requirements for the Renewable Fuel Standard enacted in 
the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. 

 
The industry has grown very quickly as a result of rising oil prices, the RFS and 

accompanying incentives, including the $0.51 per gallon tax credit for ethanol blenders.  
In 2007, nearly 6.5 billion gallons of ethanol were produced.  From January 2008 through 
July 2008, over 5 billion gallons of ethanol were produced (RFA, 2008a).  Approximately 
138.1 billion gallons of gasoline were consumed in 2006, and on a volume basis, ethanol 
constituted about 3.5% of the gasoline pool in America (EIA, 2007d).   

Demand for ethanol between January and July 2007 averaged about 18,000 
gallons per day. Demand averaged about 25,000 gallons per day during the same seven-
month period in 2008, a 39% increase.  Over the ten-year period from 1998 to 2007, 
ethanol production grew by 382%.2  Ethanol was projected to account for approximately 
4.3% of the gasoline pool in 2007 (EIA, 2007a).  

Ethanol can be used as a primary fuel source as E85 (85% ethanol, 15% gasoline) 
or as gasohol (gasoline with up to 10% ethanol).  E85 is a direct competitor for gasoline, 
while ethanol is a supplemental fuel in gasohol.  Nearly 99% of the ethanol consumed in 
the transportation fuel market is as gasohol, with the remaining volume consumed as 
E85.3 
 However despite the recent boom, the ethanol industry must overcome significant 
barriers in order for it to ensure its place in the transportation fuel market. Although corn 
is a renewable crop, it is still finite.  Ethanol has the perception of increasing food prices 
due to the industry’s increasing corn demand to fuel production.  Part of the perception is 
a result of increasing commodity prices in the latter part of 2007 and early 2008.  

                                                 
2 Calculations are based on data from RFA, 2008a. 
3 Calculation of ethanol’s consumption as gasohol and E85 is based on 2003-2006 data provided by the 
EIA in table C1 at http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/alternate/page/atftables/afvtransfuel_II.html 
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However, the Council of Economic Advisors found that 3% of the run-up in food prices 
was due to ethanol production (USDA, 2008a).  The food increases were more likely 
attributed to increasing oil prices and a weakening dollar.  Regardless, ethanol will likely 
continue to get caught in the food versus fuel whirlwind because as oil prices, demand for 
ethanol and corn price increase in unison.   

An additional obstacle will be over coming slim margins from recent months 
caused by low ethanol prices coupled with high corn prices.  Just years separated from 
the boom, several companies have recently filed for bankruptcy or shutdown their 
facilities.  The companies included Ethanex Energy, Alternative Energy Sources, and E3 
Biofuels (Roberts, 2008).  The largest producer to declare bankruptcy thus far is 
VeraSun.  The company, responsible for approximately 13% of the total ethanol 
production capacity in the U.S., crashed into bankruptcy in October after incurring a net 
loss of $476 million for the third quarter on sales of about 350 million gallons (SEC, 
2008). 

With gasoline hovering at all-time highs and ethanol relatively cheap, economic 
fundamentals would suggest a shift towards ethanol.  The lack of ethanol distribution 
infrastructure compared to the oil industry might be causing inefficiency in the market by 
preventing ethanol from reaching densely populated demand centers. 
 
Ethanol Infrastructure 
 

There were 110 facilities producing ethanol with a capacity of 5.5 billion gallons 
per year as of January 2007 (RFA, 2008a).  The Renewable Fuels Association recently 
reported that 176 facilities currently operate with a capacity of 10.7 billion gallons per 
year, with an additional 27 plants under construction (RFA, 2008b).  When expansion of 
facilities is completed, the industry will have a production capacity of 13.7 billion 
gallons; just 1.3 billion gallons shy of the RFS required by 2015.  
 The oil industry is able to move a variety of petroleum products across the 
country in a vast pipeline network.  Ethanol has not been shipped commercially in the 
pipeline network because ethanol attracts water and impurities, and thus leads to pipeline 
corrosion.  Pipeline operators have only recently begun to develop ethanol pipelines.  
Kinder Morgan Energy Partners refurbished a 16-inch diameter petroleum product 
pipeline spanning 106-miles to ship ethanol between Tampa and Orlando, Florida 
(Gunter, 2008).  On October 16, 2008 Kinder Morgan announced successful test 
shipments of ethanol on the pipeline (KMP, 2008).  However, the 106-mile pipeline pales 
in comparison to the more than 30,000 miles of pipeline Kinder Morgan operates in the 
United States for natural gas and petroleum products. The development of an intricate 
ethanol pipeline system will take billions of dollars and decades to complete.  

Ethanol must be sent long distances from the Midwest to transportation fuel 
demand centers. These demand centers are areas of high population and are generally 
located along the country’s east and west coasts.  Therefore, 40% of ethanol produced in 
the United States is transported to fuel terminals for blending via rail and barge, with the 
remaining 20% transported by truck (EPA, 2007a).  On average, a rail shipment of 
ethanol travels 800 miles, a barge shipment travels 520 miles, and a truck tanker travels 
80 miles. 
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 Unfortunately, spare capacity is scarce on freight rail lines and barge routes in the 
United States.  Ethanol sent via barge travels down the Mississippi River, and the EIA 
notes that the river is already congested and ethanol transportation will lead to further 
competition and price increases for finite barges and river space (EIA, 2002).  Ethanol 
transported via railcars is typically sent in “unit trains” with up to 100 ethanol rail cars.  
Each railcar holds approximately 29,000 gallons of ethanol, and on average each unit 
train completes 1.5 shipments per month due to travel time (EPA, 2007b). 
 Expanding rail, pipeline and distribution infrastructure is extremely capital 
intensive.  Developing ethanol facilities and importing corn to the production facilities is 
capital intensive as well.  The majority of corn ethanol facilities are located in the 
Midwest in order to cut down on corn transportation costs.  The cost to build a 50 million 
gallon corn ethanol plant was estimated at $67 million ($1.34/gallon of annual capacity) 
in 2005 dollars, compared with $375 million for a cellulosic ethanol plant of the same 
size.  Construction costs for corn ethanol facilities rose to approximately $1.75 per gallon 
of annual capacity in 2006 (Urbanchuk, 2007).  The University of Illinois reports capital 
costs for new facilities costs $1.8 per gallon of nameplate capacity (Eidman, 2007); this is 
the capital cost assumed for the three models presented in this paper. 
 The ethanol industry spends a considerable amount of capital producing ethanol. 
In 2006, the ethanol industry spent $6.7 billion on raw materials, other inputs, goods and 
services.  Corn expenditures comprised the majority of money spent with 1.8 billion 
bushels consumed at a value of $4.1 billion.  Capital costs for building new capacity 
constituted $2.1 billion during 2006.  Transportation expenditures made up about $410 
million of the industry’s annual expenditures (Urbanchuk, 2007). 
 
4.0 Ethanol Policy Mechanisms 
 
 There are several policy mechanisms currently helping to promote the production 
of ethanol in the United States.  The polices have varied effects on the dynamics of the 
transportation fuel market, and are not without criticism. 
 
Renewable Fuels Standard 

 
As a stand-alone policy, a fuel standard requires the production of fuels no matter 

the cost to the market (Tyner and Taheripour 2007). The entire cost of producing the fuel 
is passed through to refiners, fuel blenders and on to customers in the absence of 
subsidies or additional production incentives.  Absent other biofuel policy mechanisms, a 
fuel standard does not provide the biofuels industry with direct pricing benefits.  Instead, 
blenders of transportation fuel are forced to blend a specified quantify of biofuel 
regardless of the fuel’s cost.  Therefore, with a fuel standard absent of additional policies, 
biofuels must compete directly with petroleum on a price basis to blend more fuel than 
the standard mandates.     

Under a fuel standard mandate, ethanol’s price competition with gasoline is not as 
large of an issue as E85’s price competition with gasoline.  The mandate tends to boost 
the gasohol market rather than E85 because gasohol can be used in just about all gasoline 
vehicles, while E85 must be consumed in special flex-fuel vehicles.  The lack of E85 
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infrastructure hampers consumption, and if the market is mandated to consume a product, 
it will do so in the easiest and cheapest way possible; i.e. as gasohol.  

Since biofuels are blended with petroleum fuels, the price of biofuels influences 
the price of retail fuels such as reformulated gasoline (gasohol).  The market should tend 
to value the fuels roughly equal in price because the fuels are substitutes and 
complimentary.  However, if ethanol is more expensive than the gasoline it is blended 
with, the retail price of the fuel will increase.  Likewise, if ethanol is cheaper, the final 
cost of the fuel is cheaper.   

Retail price increases or decreases have ramifications for total consumption.  
Lower cost fuels cause increased consumption and thus lower the GHG emission 
reduction and energy security benefits of the policy.  Higher cost fuels reduce 
consumption and subsequent GHG emissions. Therefore, if the goal of a policy is to 
reduce petroleum consumption and GHG emissions, it is preferable for biofuels to exceed 
the price of petroleum fuels in order to drive up the retail price of the fuel. 

Ethanol sold at a premium to conventional gasoline on a volumetric basis after 
passage of the Energy Policy Act of 2005, but has sold at a discount since May 2007 
(Figure 3).  The current discount is partly due to excess supply in the Mid-West 
production region and logistical constraints for delivering ethanol to the coastal demand 
centers (Krauss, 2007). 

 

Daily Settlement Prices for Ethanol and RBOB Gasoline 
(data from CBOT and EIA)
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Figure 3 –
and EIA)  

 Daily settlement prices for ethanol and RBOB gasoline (data from CBOT 

 
Ethanol Tax Credits 
 

Production tax credits are excise tax exemptions on vehicle fuels provided to 
blenders of biofuels, and have provided benefits for the ethanol industry since 1978 
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(Vedenov and Wetstein 2008).  The tax credit subsidizes domestic producers and 
exporting nations (de Gorter and Just 2008a).  The federal government currently provides 
production tax credits for biofuels to blenders of biofuels on a per gallon basis.  The 
incentive induces domestic and exporting nations to produce ethanol.  Although imported 
ethanol receives the production tax credit, it is also subject to a $0.54/gallon tariff that 
offsets the credit and protects domestic producers from being undercut by cheaper 
imports.  The monetary amount of production tax credit per gallon varies among the type 
of biofuel. (Table 1).  

 
Table 1 - Current biofuel production tax credits 

Law Description 
Food, Conservation, and Energy Act of 
2008, Pub. L. 110 - 246, Sections 15321 
and 15331. 

$0.51/gallon subsidy for corn based 
ethanol through 2008 and $0.45/gallon 
subsidy in 2009 through 2010. A 
$1.01/gallon subsidy is provided for 
blending cellulosic ethanol. 

American Job Creation Act of 2004, 
Pub.L. 108-357, Section 301. Energy 
Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. 109-58, 
Section 1344. 

Provides a $1/gallon subsidy for biodiesel 
made from agricultural feedstocks such as 
soy or canola.  A $0.50/gallon subsidy is 
provided for biodiesel made from waste-
vegetable oil. 

 
Supporters of biofuels argue that production tax credits help boost production and 

thus provide energy security and climate mitigation benefits.  The tax credits also help 
boost farm wages by promoting greater feedstock demand.  With the advent of cellulosic 
ethanol, the production tax credits can also increase wages of biomass producers.  A 2007 
report by the Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute (FAPRI), found that not 
extending biofuels subsidies causes biofuel production and agricultural commodity prices 
to fall in 2011-2016 (Kruse et al. 2007). 

Some argue that production tax credits actually promote greater consumption of 
petroleum fuels.  Production tax credits lower the cost of biofuels. Since biofuels are 
blended with petroleum fuels, blended fuels prices are lower when biofuels are cheaper 
than petroleum fuels.  The lower cost causes higher demand for fossil fuels and 
diminishes energy security and climate mitigation benefits (Vedenov and Westein 2008) 
and the production tax credit ultimately acts as a consumption subsidy fuel consumers 
and thus petroleum producers (de Gorter and Just, 2008a).  However, Holland et, al. 
(2007) found that low carbon fuel standards, such as the promotion of ethanol, do not 
increase carbon dioxide emissions despite the theoretical possibility. 

Yet since ethanol and E85 share a small fraction of the transportation fuel market 
compared to gasoline and have negligible impacts on world oil prices, the tax credits tend 
to cause ethanol market prices to increase by the full amount of the credit (de Gorter and 
Just 2008a). In other words, if tax credits are the only biofuel policy mechanisms spurring 
consumption, fuel blenders will bid up the price of ethanol over gasoline by the tax 
credit.  That way, ethanol producers maximize their income by selling ethanol at the price 
of gasoline plus the subsidy, while fuel blenders take advantage of the subsidy to receive 
the fuel on par with gasoline prices.  In that instance, producers and blenders take 
advantage of tax credit’s entire benefit.  However, the recent run up in oil prices has 
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altered this relationship as gasoline prices have exceeded ethanol prices.  Market 
inefficiencies including transportation bottlenecks have prevented ethanol prices from 
increasing proportionally to gasoline.   

de Gorter and Just (2008b) echo the sentiment of McPhail and Babcock (2008) 
that “the market effects of a tax credit are negligible if a mandate is binding.” In fact, de 
Gorter and Just argue “any beneficial effect on energy security and the environment 
stemming from the new Renewable Fuel Standard could be completely offset by current 
tax credits.” (de Gorter and Just 2008c).   

The argument is based on the price premium induced by the RFS, which thereby 
gives blenders no incentive to bid up the price of ethanol.  Blenders then compete for the 
government subsidy by reducing their fuel price.  The fuel market is in disequilibrium 
since gasoline and ethanol prices (with production tax credit) are no longer equal.  
Ethanol becomes cheaper than the gasoline it is blended with and thereby lowers the price 
retail oxygenated gasoline (gasohol).   

An additional study by de Gorter and Just (2008d) on the interactions between 
biofuel tax credits and price contingent farm subsidies found that the biofuel tax credit 
may be redundant.  The study utilized data from 2001 through 2007 and found that tax 
savings from reducing price contingent farm subsidies are replaced by increases in 
consumer costs from higher corn prices.  The model employed by the study predicted a 
10.05% ($0.21/bushel) increase in corn prices because of the tax credit. 

 
Additional Subsidy Policies Options 

 
A potential policy option is to change the value of the subsidy in order to reflect 

new market realities such as higher oil and gasoline prices.  Altering the subsidy’s value 
still provides the benefit of inducing renewable fuel production while cutting government 
spending on subsidies.  Vedenov and Wetzstein (2008) derived the optimal subsidy by 
quantifying the marginal costs and benefits of ethanol consumption.  The authors 
determined the positive benefits of reduced GHG emissions and increased fuel security 
associated with increased share of renewable fuels is overwhelmed by the negative 
externalities associated with increased fuel consumption from fossil fuels.  However, 
additional benefits of economic development and increased government spending provide 
justification for production tax credits.  The authors found the marginal benefit to cost 
ratio yields an optimal ethanol subsidy of $0.22 per gallon, a 58% decrease from the 
current subsidy of $0.51 per gallon.  

A lower subsidy such as $0.22 per gallon is presumably more conducive to a 
world with higher oil prices.  The theory is that with high gasoline prices, ethanol is an 
attractive alternative and no longer needs as much of an economic stimulus to compete 
with gasoline on a price basis.    

However, commodity markets are constantly shifting and can quickly turn against 
ethanol production.  In 2006, oil traded in the $50/bbl range, only jump to nearly 
$150/bbl in July, 2008 before reverting back to about $50/bbl in November, 2008 
(historic corn and oil prices are included in the Appendix).  A potential policy is to 
subsidize ethanol when market conditions make production unfavorable, while scaling 
back subsidies during favorable conditions (Tyner and Taheripour, 2007).  The optimal 
subsidy can be calculated based on commodity conditions or forecasted conditions during 
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a discrete period.  Such a time period could include monthly, quarterly or annual basis in 
order to provide firms lead-time on production plans or investments.  The variable 
subsidy can also take a similar form to price-contingent farm subsidies, which provide 
farmers subsidies when certain crops breach a price floor. 
 
5.0 Model Development 
  

The Ethanol Supply Curve model (ESC) – 
long-run, discrete, industry-level. Produces 
an ethanol supply curve.  The model plots 
the ethanol supply curve along with a 
gasoline supply function and ethanol cost to 
fuel blenders.  Marginal costs can be 
calculated on a volumetric or gasoline energy 
equivalent basis.  An option for solving the 
wholesale price for gasohol (E10) is also 
included.   
The Ethanol Profit Model (EPROFIT) – 
long/short-run, discrete, deterministic, 
facility-level. Utilizes an ethanol marginal 
cost function to compare the marginal cost to 
the ethanol spot price. The difference 
between the spot price and marginal cost 
equals the profit margin. Profit margins can 
be solved on a long-run or short-run basis. 
The Ethanol Variable Subsidy Model 
(EVSUB) – long/short-run, discrete, 
deterministic, industry-level. Compares the 
marginal cost of producing ethanol to the 
wholesale RBOB gasoline price.  If the 
difference between ethanol marginal costs 
and RBOB gasoline is positive, the variable 
subsidy is equal to the difference.  If the 
difference between the fuels is negative, the 
subsidy defaults to zero and the ethanol 
industry receives no subsidy nor additional 
tax burden for production.  The model can 
solve for marginal costs on a short-run or 
long-run basis. 

Through the development of an ethanol supply curve model, an analyst can 
evaluate the economics of the transportation (gasoline/ethanol) fuel sector, as well as the 
financial health of ethanol producers.  For example, corn costs significantly influence the 
price of delivered ethanol.  If corn prices are expected to increase in a given year, a 
market analyst can input a higher corn 
price in the model to determine how 
much ethanol supply was lost due to 
uncompetitive costs with gasoline.   

Investors and ethanol plant 
managers can determine the profit 
margins of their fuel by comparing the 
calculated production costs (supply 
curve) with the market price for 
ethanol.  Additionally, if policy-
makers wish to mandate a certain 
volume of ethanol consumption (as is 
done in the Energy Independence and 
Security Act of 2007), the amount of 
subsidies required, or cost to the open 
market without subsidies can be 
determined.  The development of such 
models helps ensure preservation of 
ethanol’s ability to compete with 
gasoline while saving tax-dollars from 
excessive subsidy allocation.   

Past models and market 
analysis influenced the development 
of the three models in this project.  In 
2007, the University of Illinois 
completed an in-depth analysis of the 
ethanol industry, and developed an 
Excel spreadsheet model as part of 
their Farm Analysis Solution Tools 
(FAST) package.  The FAST ethanol 
spreadsheet model illustrates factors 
that affect short- and long-run 
profitability of ethanol producers 
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(Ellinger, 2007).4  The report found wholesale ethanol at $1.80/gallon and corn prices 
exceeding $4.17 results in inadequate cash flow to meet schedule debt payments.  The 
underlying structure of the FAST model is similar to the models developed in this report, 
in that costs of production must be estimated and compared to market prices.  

 Factors affecting the profitability of ethanol producers were analyzed by Tiffany 
and Eidman (2005) by developing a spreadsheet model based on a hypothetical 48 mgy 
dry-mill facility.  According to the authors, corn is the dominant expense and natural gas 
is the key operating expense.  The authors calculated the production margins and break-
even corn prices at various market-price levels.  It was determined that ethanol costing 
$1.40/gallon can be produced at grind-mill plants when corn is $2.98/bushel.  

For this project, three modeling tools were developed using Matlab to assess 
different facets of the ethanol and transportation fuel markets. The transportation fuel 
market is assumed to include only gasoline and ethanol in these models.5  The models 
include the Ethanol Supply Curve (ESC), Ethanol Profit (EPROFIT), and Ethanol 
Variable Subsidy (EVSUB) models (see text box and appendix for more information).    

The models solve for marginal costs, profit margins, and variable subsidies on a 
per gallon basis for the corn ethanol industry.  An ethanol marginal cost equation adapted 
from the National Modeling Energy System (NEMS)6 (DOE/EIA, 2007) is ingrained in 
each of the models.  Several assumptions for production costs come from the NEMS 
model, comparable research, market data, and a report from Argonne National 
Laboratory (Wu, 2008). 

The ESC model can solve for the marginal cost on a gallon of ethanol basis or a 
gallon of gasoline equivalent basis.  The models assume a gallon of ethanol has 70% of 
the energy content as a gallon of gasoline (DOE, 2007).  Profit margins and variable 
subsidies can be calculated on a long-run or short-run basis in the EPROFIT and EVSUB 
models. 

Each model utilizes a corn-ethanol marginal cost equation.  The equations vary 
slightly among the models, but the basic underlying equation is ingrained in the marginal 
cost equation. The ESC model includes stochastic inputs rather than a deterministic 
equation in the EPROFIT and EVSUB models.  The basic underlying equation for each 
model is: 

 
 

nnnnnnnn SUBSIDYCOPRODGASDENATENERGYCCOCCORNMC −−++++=  
 

 

                                                 
4 The case study was based on the performance of constructing and operating a dry mill ethanol plant in 
east central Illinois.   
5 The transportation fuel market is assumed to include only gasoline and ethanol in this model.  Therefore, 
the demand curve is the sum of gasoline and ethanol consumed in the United States.  In 2007, over 163 
million barrels of ethanol (RFA, 2008) and 3.55 billion barrels (EIA, 2008a) of gasoline were consumed in 
the United States.  These two volumes were summed and increased 1% in order to estimate the volume 
demanded in 2008, which was calculated as 3.9 billion barrels. 
6 The National Energy Modeling Systems utilizes several supply and demand modules for different energy 
technologies and markets and then converges the modules to provide national and regional forecasts for 
fuel supply, disposition and prices.   NEMS is used and maintained by the United States Energy 
Information Administration for energy market forecasts.   
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Where: 
n = The ethanol facility 
CORN = Monetary value of corn required to produce ethanol 
OC = Facility operating costs to produce ethanol 
CC = Amortized capital costs (20 years) for the ethanol facility 
ENERGY = Monetary value of energy inputs required to produce ethanol (includes coal, 
electricity, and natural gas) 
GASDENAT – Monetary value for the gasoline denaturant required for producing ethanol 
COPROD – Monetary value of the co-products derived from ethanol production 
SUBSIDY – Monetary value of tax credits promoting ethanol production 
 

 Input values are either user defined in each of the models, or predetermined and 
embedded in the computational framework.  All input values embedded in the model 
code are based on previous research, publically available data or value assumptions from 
NEMS. 
 
Ethanol Supply Curve Model 
 
 By default, the ESC model is a discrete model calculating average marginal costs 
on a per annum basis.  Model users can input variables based on average annual, monthly 
or daily value for the variable, but the model will still output the annual supply curve 
given the defined conditions.  ESC includes amortized capital costs and is therefore a 
long-run model.  User defined input values include corn, oil, natural gas, electricity, coal, 
subsidy, and ethanol market prices.  The model can solve marginal costs on a volumetric 
or gallon of gasoline energy equivalence depending on the user’s discretion.  The 
marginal cost equation for the ESC model is:  
 

SUBSIDYCOPRODGASDENATELECCOALNGCCOCCORNMC nnnnnnn −−++++++=
 

The price for corn, natural gas, electricity, gasoline denaturant and capital costs 
varies from firm to firm based on embedded random draws from a normal distribution 
(truncated so prices are non-negative).  The mean for the normal distribution is the user 
defined value.  The standard deviation of the distribution is a percentage of the mean.  
The model checks for negative prices and rejects those prices until a non-negative price is 
chosen.  Standard deviations for the distributions include: 2.5% for corn; 2.5% for natural 
gas; 3% for coal; 2.5% for electricity; 2.5% for gasoline; and 3% for capital costs.  For 
example, if a user inputs a corn price of $5/bushel, the model will draw from a random 
value from a normal distribution with a mean of $5 and a standard deviation of $0.125.  
 Gasoline denaturant and capital costs are not user defined in the model.  Gasoline 
denaturant is solved based on the user defined oil price and then randomly selected for 
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each ethanol facility.  Capital costs are embedded in the model and solved stochastically 
assuming a mean capital cost of $1.8 per gallon of nameplate capacity.7 
 Random values in the model are not correlated with one another and instead are 
inferred as random walks between firms.  Correlation between variables is unnecessary 
for this model because the solutions are for discrete periods.  Changes in variable values 
should reflect correlation for dynamic models. The logic behind allowing randomness 
across firms in a discrete system is the fact that firms have different input purchasing 
agreements, hedging strategies, transportation costs and production efficiencies.   
 The model returns a plot including of ethanol marginal costs, ethanol spot market 
price, wholesale gasoline prices8, and ethanol costs to fuel blenders (whom receive the 
per gallon excise tax credit).   
 
The Ethanol Profit Model 
 
 The EPROFIT model differs from the ESC model in that EPROFIT is 
deterministic and has the ability to analyze profit margins on a short-run basis (capital 
costs sunk) as well as long-run basis.  EPROFIT solves for the marginal cost of 
producing a gallon of ethanol in a wet or dry mill ethanol facility (defined by model user) 
given the user defined inputs for corn, oil, natural gas, electricity, coal and ethanol spot 
prices.  In addition, the user determines the return on investment and interest rate for debt 
repayment, which are utilized in the long-run model to solve for the amortized capital 
cost for each gallon of ethanol produced.  

The model subtracts the marginal cost of production from the ethanol spot market 
price to determine the per gallon profit margin.  The fuel blender’s tax credit is omitted 
from this model since the spot market price does not include the subsidy, and because 
fuel blenders receive the subsidy, not ethanol producers.  
 
The Ethanol Variable Subsidy Model 
 
 EVSUB is a model used to determine the variable subsidy required for ethanol 
producers to break even contingent upon commodity prices.  Model users define the 
value of corn, oil, natural gas, electricity, and coal prices.  Like the EPROFIT model, 
EVSUB is deterministic and can be solved on a short-run or long-run basis.  Unlike 
EPROFIT, the user does not define whether production comes from a dry or wet mill 
because EVSUB is solving for an industry wide subsidy while EPROFIT solves for a 
facility-level profit margin.  EVSUB assumes that 75% of production comes from dry-
mills and the remainder from wet mills.   A weighted average marginal cost is calculated 
based on the production share assumption. The marginal cost of ethanol is converted 
from a volumetric basis to a gasoline energy equivalent basis. 
 The model subtracts the RBOB gasoline price (a function of oil price in the 
model) from the marginal cost of ethanol production.  An iteration of the model results in 

                                                 
7 Capital costs for the reference cases are based on a 20-year amortized payback schedule assuming a 60:40 
equity to debt ratio, 16% return on investment, and 8.5% interest on debt.  Return on investment and debt 
interest rates are user defined in EPROFIT. 
8 The gasoline supply curve is assumed as a constant and based upon the historical relationship between 
crude oil prices and wholesale RBOB gasoline prices.  Equation from Tyner and Taheripour. 
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a single value equaling the per gallon subsidy required for the ethanol industry to break-
even with gasoline prices.  If the answer is negative, the model converts the subsidy to 
zero.  The value is changed to zero because the ethanol industry is profitable under those 
circumstances and a negative value would suggest taxing the industry to bring it on par 
with gasoline. 
 
Scenarios 
 
 For the analysis, several scenarios were applied to each of the models.  First, each 
of the models apply forecasted input values for 2008 based on the Energy Information 
Administration’s (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook, and the latest available corn Season-
Average Price Forecast by the USDA.   

Additional iterations of the models are completed for commodity market prices on 
September 26, 2008 and October 22, 2008 to illustrate how the markets have drastically 
changed within that month.  A broader sensitivity analysis varying corn prices, ethanol 
prices, and oil are completed for the EPROFIT and EVSUB models as well to 
demonstrate how corn prices affect the ethanol market price, industry profitability and 
need for government subsidies. 
 
6.0 Results and Analysis  
 
Reference Case 
 
 To begin an analysis, a reference case was formulated.  The reference case was 
used to analyze the 2008 ethanol production year.  Inputs for the reference case are based 
on forecasted 2008 commodity prices by the USDA and EIA.  Oil, natural gas, coal, 
electricity and ethanol market prices are based on the EIA’s 2008 Annual Energy 
Outlook (EIA, 2008b).  The EIA’s 2008 forecasted prices are:9 
 
   Oil = $87.55/barrel 
   Natural gas = $11.789/mmBtu 
   Coal = $57.179/short-ton 
   Electricity = $0.068/kWh 
   Ethanol market price = $2.199/gal 
 
Corn costs $4.70/bushel in the reference case based on the latest available 2008 Season-
Average Price Forecast by the USDA (USDA, 2008a).  

Based on the mean values for the inputs of production in the ESC model for dry 
mill facilities, it was found that corn accounts for the majority of ethanol production 
expenditures (Table 2).10  Energy costs for producing ethanol constitute about 13% of the 
expenditures.  Therefore, ethanol producers are extremely sensitive to swings in corn 
prices, and also sensitive to swings in their variable energy input costs.  The cost share of 
each production  

                                                 
10 The value of co-products such as dried distillers grain is not included in this equation.  Only costs of 
production are included. 

9 The EIA provides prices in 2006 dollars.  For this analysis, prices were inflated to 2008 dollars.   
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Table 2 – The percent share of cost inputs for dry-mill corn ethanol production. 

Input 
Percentage of 
Total Costs 

Corn 63.52%
Capital Costs 9.67%
Operating Costs 9.30%
Natural Gas 7.95%
Gasoline 
Denaturant 4.32%
Electricity 2.78%
Coal 2.46%

 
The average long-run profit margin of dry-mill producers is $-0.1116/gallon, and 

$0.0498/gallon for wet-mill producers based on the reference case assumptions.   The 
average short-run profit margin for dry-mill producers is $0.1467 and $0.3081 for wet-
mill producers.  It is unknown how many ethanol facilities have met their debt 
obligations for their facilities, but it is unlikely that many have since many of the current 
plants were built around the time of the 2005 Renewable Fuel Standard.  Therefore, it is 
unlikely that producers are reaping the benefits of the short-run profits.   

EVSUB calculated a long-run variable subsidy of $0.6796/gallon for the reference 
case in order for ethanol producers to break-even.  The reference case EVSUB 
calculation is about 33% higher than the current subsidy of $0.51/gallon.   

 
Ethanol comprises a small part of the automobile transportation fuel market, so in 

order to show the ethanol supply curve in greater detail the gasoline supply curve was 
truncated. The random variables incorporated in the ESC model do lead to variable 
supply curves, however the variability appears negligible after several dozen iterations, 
and therefore all plots are shown with 50 iterations of the ESC model.  Also included in 
the plots are the ethanol costs to fuel blenders, which is equal to the marginal cost of 
ethanol minus the $0.51/gal subsidy. 

Upon running the ESC model on a volumetric, it appears as though ethanol is 
profitable because the marginal cost of ethanol is below the price of gasoline for the 
entire plot (blue plot in Figure 4).  However, the market price for ethanol is well below 
that of gasoline and more than the marginal cost (red and blue plots in Figure 4). 

After using the ESC on an energy equivalent basis, it is evident that ethanol is 
currently valued against gasoline on an energy content basis rather than volumetric basis 
(Figure 5).  The figure plots ethanol as a gasoline energy equivalent, and the ethanol 
market price ($3.14) is greater than the RBOB gasoline price ($2.56) by roughly the 
value of the subsidy ($0.51).  The “premium” for ethanol is to be expected because fuel 
blenders bid up the price of ethanol in order to take advantage of the tax credit’s full 
value (de Gorter and Just, 2008a).  The premium is only evident when comparing the two 
fuels on an energy equivalent basis.  That means the market currently values ethanol on a 
gasoline energy-equivalent basis, rather than volumetrically. 
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Figure 4 – ESC model results on a volumetric basis for the Reference Case.

 

Figure 5 – ESC model results on an energy equivalent basis for the Reference Case.  
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Figure-5 also shows tight- or negative production margins for many ethanol 
producers.  About 1.5-3.0 billion gallons are produced for little or no profit based on the 
fifty iterations of the model.  Fuel blenders appear to profit from ethanol production 
because blenders receive the $0.51/gallon tax credit and the cost of purchasing the 
ethanol is below the ethanol market price for the entire supply curve.   

Based on the reference case assumptions it appears as though 2008 is a 
treacherous market to produce ethanol because of negative profit margins.  If conditions 
persist, more ethanol producers may go bankrupt and plans for production expansions 
shelved.  Additional government support may be necessary to maintain current 
production levels.  Depending upon further government support is risky in the current 
environment given the government’s current budgetary constraints due to massive 
bailouts of the financial sector. 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
 
 Commodity markets are extremely volatile, especially of late, and thereby the 
economic environment for producing ethanol is constantly shifting.  Therefore, sensitivity 
analyses were completed with the EPROFIT and EVSUB model to portray potential 
production environments.   
 Ethanol market conditions based on September 26, 2008 and October 22, 2008 are 
used as an initial comparison basis (ESC plots can be found in the Appendix).  
Commodity prices fell dramatically between September and October 2008, with spot oil 
prices dropping 37% and spot corn prices falling 29% between the two dates.  Drops in 
corn prices are presumably beneficial for corn producers.  However based on the 
EPROFIT model, ethanol producers are operating at a loss under the conditions on both 
dates.  
 The EPROFIT model predicted long-run profit margins for wet-mill producers at 
$-0.21/gallon and $-0.37/gallon for dry-mill producers based on September 26, 2008 
commodity spot prices.11  Conditions for production improved slightly with October 22, 
2008 spot prices.  Long-run profit margins for wet-mill producers was $-0.17/gallon and 
$-0.35/gallon for dry-mill ethanol producers.   

However, gasoline prices fell faster than ethanol costs during that period, 
resulting in a higher subsidy necessary in October for ethanol and gasoline to reach 
equilibrium.  EVSUB solved for a variable subsidy of $0.636/gallon for September 26 
conditions, and $0.78/gallon for October 22 conditions. 
  

A broad range of scenarios were also analyzed rather than focus solely on market 
conditions for several specific dates.  Corn prices necessary for break-even ethanol 
production were determined by equating ethanol prices with RBOB gasoline prices and 
solving for the corn expenditure costs while other costs remained constant.  Ethanol 
producers can produce ethanol when oil is $40/barrel and corn is about $3.53 with the 
$0.51/gal subsidy, or $2.18/bushel without the production subsidy (Figure 6).  At 
$100/barrel oil, subsidized ethanol’s break-even point requires corn price less than or 
equal to $7.69/bushel, and unsubsidized ethanol requires $6.33/bushel.  The $0.51/gal 
subsidy effectively acts as a $1.36/bushel discount in corn prices for ethanol consumers.  
                                                 
11 The spot prices for ethanol, corn and oil were used for these runs while maintaining the reference case 
assumptions for natural gas, coal, electricity and other costs. 
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A $1.36/bushel discount is in-line with findings from Hurt et, al. (2006) which found the 
$0.51/gal subsidy equates to a $1.35/bushel discount for ethanol producers. 
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Figure 6 – Break-even corn prices necessary for ethanol production costs to equal wholesale 
RBOB gasoline prices (o   n an energy equivalent basis).

A similar analysis was completed with the EPROFIT, but instead of comparing 
ethanol marginal costs with gasoline prices, the marginal costs are compared to the 
ethanol market price (Table 3).  Corn and ethanol prices varied in this sensitivity analysis.  
Ethanol producers can eek out a $0.04/gallon profit with $5.5/bushel corn and 
$2.25/gallon ethanol market price.  The table also helps show why VeraSun recently filed 
for bankruptcy.  VeraSun expected higher corn prices and locked-in their corn purchases 
at about $7.50/bushel.  Table 3 shows that operating under those conditions is extremely 
unprofitable. 
 
Table 3 – EPROFIT sensitivity analysis.  Profit margins for a dry-mill facility under different ethanol spot 
market prices and corn prices. 
    Ethanol Spot Price ($/Gallon) 
  Corn  1.5 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00

3.0 (0.20) 0.06 0.30 0.55 0.80 1.05  1.30 
3.5 (0.38) (0.13) 0.12 0.37 0.62 0.87  1.12 
4.0 (0.56) (0.31) (0.06) 0.19 0.44 0.69  0.94 
4.5 (0.74) (1.49) (0.24) 0.01 0.26 0.51  0.76 
5.0 (0.92) (0.67) (0.42) (0.17) 0.08 0.33  0.58 
5.5 (1.10) (0.85) (0.60) (0.35) (0.10) 0.15  0.40 
6.0 (1.28) (1.03) (0.78) (0.53) (0.28) (0.03) 0.22 
6.5 (1.46) (1.21) (0.96) (0.71) (0.46) (0.21) 0.04 
7.0 (1.64) (1.39) (1.14) (0.89) (0.64) (0.39) (0.14) 
7.5 (1.82) (1.57) (1.32) (1.07) (0.82) (0.57) (0.32)C

or
n 

Pr
ic

es
 ($

/B
us

he
l) 

8.0 (2.00) (1.75) (1.50) (1.25) (1.00) (0.75) (0.50)
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Rather than looking at break-even prices for ethanol production, an analyst can 
solve for the subsidy necessary at certain oil and corn price points in order to implement a 
price-contingent variable subsidy.  The results between the EPROFIT analysis and 
EVSUB analysis are similar because the industry requires subsidies to produce in 
unprofitable conditions.  However, the results vary slightly because the EVSUB model is 
based upon ethanol’s inferred competition with gasoline on an energy equivalent basis, 
while the EPROFIT model bases profit margins on the ethanol market price.   
  The EVSUB model solved for variable subsidies for oil prices between $0 - 
$200/barrel and corn prices between $0-$10/bushel.  Corn prices increased incrementally 
$0.05/bushel and oil prices by $1/barrel.  A summarized table of variable subsidies 
(Table 4) shows the ethanol industry requires massive subsidies during times of low oil 
prices and high corn prices.  Figures 7 and 8 graphically represent the entire sensitivity 
analysis completed with the EVSUB model.  The steep gradient in Figure 7 shows that 
the economics of producing ethanol can deteriorate quickly in unfavorable conditions.  
As one would expect, operating conditions are harshest for ethanol producers when oil 
prices are low and corn prices are high.  Conversely, ethanol producers benefit from 
higher oil prices and lower corn prices and do not require subsidies under those 
circumstances.  
 
Table 4 – Variable subsidy needed for ethanol producers to break-even given certain oil and corn prices. 

    Oil Prices ($/Barrel) 
  Corn  55 75 95 115 135 155 

3.0 0.59 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3.5 0.85 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.0 1.11 0.62 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 
4.5 1.37 0.88 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.0 1.64 1.14 0.66 0.17 0.00 0.00 
5.5 1.89 1.40 0.92 0.43 0.00 0.00 
6.0 2.15 1.66 1.18 0.69 0.24 0.00 
6.5 2.41 1.92 1.44 0.95 0.47 0.00 
7.0 2.67 2.18 1.70 1.21 0.73 0.25 
7.5 2.93 2.44 1.96 1.47 0.99 0.50 C

or
n 

Pr
ic

es
 ($

/B
us

he
l) 

8.0 3.16 2.70 2.22 1.73 1.25 0.76 
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Figure 7– EVSUB sensitivity analysis.  Variable subsidy based on corn and oil prices, plot I  

Figure 8– EVSUB sensitivity analysis.  Variable “break-even” subsidy based on corn and oil 
prices, plot II.  Variable subsidy is sown in dollars per gallon in the color scale.  
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As is the case with all models, the complete story of the ethanol industry is not 
told in this exercise.  Some of the potential shortcomings of the models include 
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generalized assumptions for the entire industry.  In reality, each firm has different 
operating costs, capital costs and other input costs.  The models created in this project 
attempt to take that fact into account by allowing users to input specific market or facility 
values.  The inherent lack of company and facility specific financial or purchasing data 
may also skew the results.  For instance, it is unknown whether each facility has repaid 
their capital cost debts.  It is assumed that facilities are continuing to pay capital cost 
debts on a 20-year amortized schedule.  If a facility has repaid its debt obligations, they 
will have better profit margins than a facility continuing debt payments. 
 
7.0 Conclusion  

 
Ethanol industry leaders recently proclaimed that ethanol will see a large 

production climb in 2009 (Caldwell, 2008).  The results from ESC, EVSUB and 
EPROFIT show otherwise.  The models portray difficult production conditions for the 
ethanol industry, which is beginning to play out in the market with the recent bankruptcy 
filings by several producers.   

Despite steady increases in production, the industry still has many economic and 
political hurdles to overcome in order operate efficiently in the transportation fuel 
market.  The current conditions are not favorable for producing corn ethanol despite 
recent record high gasoline prices.  Corn prices have not diverged enough from gasoline 
prices to improve production margins, and corn prices continue to weigh on margins.  
Margins would improve if ethanol fetched a higher price on the market, which may be a 
function of improving transportation inefficiencies to clear the Midwest’s supply glut.   

If ethanol prices do not increase, further government support beyond subsidies 
may be necessary to avoid industry contraction as has happened in ethanol’s past.  One 
would expect the mandate to drive up prices if ethanol producers have higher marginal 
costs than the market price, but that has not occurred in the current environment.  If 
current market conditions persist, slower production and capacity growth should be 
expected, especially since there is already over 13 billion gallons of production or 
planned capacity.  Industry consolidation (especially given the recent bankruptcy filings) 
and slower growth may eventually cause the mandate to drive prices up to create a 
favorable production environment.  If conditions do not improve, production contraction 
or easing of the Renewable Fuels Standard is also a possibility.   

There is also a risk that public sentiment may shift against ethanol, and the use 
U.S. tax dollars will no longer be tolerated.  A commodity price contingent variable 
subsidy can alleviate that risk by providing government tax revenues only when the 
industry requires it.   However under the current conditions, the EVSUB model found 
that the industry requires a subsidy 33% higher than the current subsidy.   

It appears that the ethanol bubble is bursting, and that the industry is more akin to 
the oil refining sector rather than the booming new energy-tech industry it was several 
years ago.  Just like the oil refining industry, ethanol producers will be pinched between 
the product they produce and the feedstocks they consume, resulting in slim and volatile 
margins.  And like the oil refining industry, the largest and most integrated ethanol 
producers will likely come out on top after the current market shake-out.  Operating 
conditions appear unfavorable in the near term, but conditions may  revert back to a 
profitable environment in time. The models developed in this project can help determine 
the health of the ethanol industry under those shifting conditions.   
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Daily West Texas Intermediate Oil Spot Price
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Figures below: The graphs show 50 iterations of the ESC model with Figure 5 plotting 
ethanol on a volumetric basis, and Figure 6 on a gasoline energy equivalent basis.  The 
model used input prices based on the September 26 market closing prices for  corn 
($5.43/bushel), oil ($106.9/bbl), and ethanol ($2.257/gal).  Assumed values for the model 
include $9/mmBtu for natural gas; $50/short-ton coal; and $0.065/kWh of electricity. 
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The Ethanol Supply Curve Model (ESC) 
 
Purpose: 

The ESC model develops an ethanol plant-level supply curve for the corn ethanol 
industry. The model calculates the marginal production cost of ethanol for current and 
planned corn ethanol facilities given a set of user defined commodity prices. Marginal 
costs for each facility are compiled into a single supply curve.  The curve can be used to 
compare the supply cost of ethanol to the market price of ethanol and gasoline in order to 
evaluate the industry for potential profit windfalls or cash flow problems.  Analysts, fuel 
producers or policy-makers can assess the ability of corn ethanol to compete with 
gasoline in the transportation fuel market under a variety of commodity market price 
scenarios.  Likewise, current ethanol policies can be analyzed including the inclusion of a 
$0.51/gallon tax credit for ethanol fuel blenders or the potential for meeting the 
renewable fuel standard requirement in a profitable manner under a variety of scenarios. 
  The supply curve is based on the NEMS ethanol supply equation.  However in the 
ESC model, corn, natural gas, coal, gasoline denaturant, capital costs per gallon, and 
electricity prices are allowed to vary from facility to facility based on normal 
distributions of random variables.  This variability is meant to simulate the reality of 
different hedging and procurement practices for production inputs by the ethanol 
producers The model can toggle between solving for ethanol production costs per gallon 
(volumetrically) or per gallon of gasoline equivalent (energy basis).  
 
Instructions: 
 
The ESC model is designed for use in Matlab.   

1. To run the model, first open Matlab. 
2. Create a new program file by clicking File -> New Program File. 
3. Copy the attached ESC code (found below), and paste into the program file 

browser. 
4. Save the program file into your active directory as “esc.m” by clicking File -> 

Save Program File As. 
5. Determine whether you would like to analyze the transportation fuel market on a 

volumetric or energy equivalent basis.  For analysis on a volumetric basis, the 
variable will be delineated by a 1.  If on an energy equivalent basis, the variable’s 
value is 0.  

6. Before running the model compile the desired input variables for: 
a. Corn (dollars per bushel) 
b. Oil (dollars per barrel) 
c. Natural gas (dollars per mmBtu) 
d. Electricity (dollars per kWh) 
e. Coal (dollars per short-ton) 
f. The value of the ethanol production tax credit/subsidy (dollars per gallon) 
g. Ethanol market price (dollar per gallon) 
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7. The input argument for the model is esc(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h) where the values in 
parenthesis are the values determined in section 6 of the ESC instructions and are 
delimited by commas. ‘h’ represents the analysis basis, with 1 representing a 
volumetric basis, and 0 representing an energy equivalent basis.  
 
For example: corn = 5; oil = 100; natural gas = 10; electricity = 0.07; coal = 50; 

subsidy = 0.51; ethanol market price = 2.25; and volumetric basis.  The input 
argument in Matlab would be: 

 
esc(5,100,10,0.07,50,0.51,2.25,1)  <click enter> 
 
The supply curve plot will pop-up in a separate window. 

 
 
ESC Matlab code:  
 
% One year model (2008) of ethanol supply curve 
function x = esc(c,o,ng,e,ca,sub,eth,basis) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% c = corn price per bushel 
% o = oil price per barrel 
% ng = natural gas price per million btu 
% e = electricity price per kwh 
% ca = coal price per short ton 
% sub = nominal value of blender's credit subsidy 
% cop = value of ethanol coproducts 
% basis = switch for determining volumetric or energy basis 
    % basis = 1 if volumetric basis 
    % basis = 0 if comparing on a gasoline energy equivalent basis 
(gallon of ethanol 
    % has about 70% as much energy as gasoline) 
  
% Prices based on EIA (inflated from 2006 to 2008 dollars) and USDA 
forecasts for 2008 
%c = 4.70 
%o = 87.55 
%ng = 11.789 
%e = .10 
%ca = 57.179 
%eth = 2.199 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if basis == 1 
    basismultiple = 1; 
end 
if basis == 0 
    basismultiple = 1.4286; 
end 
  
% Allocating production plants based on volume (in million gallons per 
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% year), based on RFA website 
p = [ 55 25 30 88 88 88 100 41 40 100 52 21 35 48 110 231 231 231 231 
231 232 232 110 144 144 144 48 52 110 115 115 50 55 40 55 100 85 35 108 
50 54 40 22 62 45 50 33 50 40 44 60 50 21 40 50 20 35 40 2 100 100 40 
55 100 107 95 57 160 20 20 52 54 50 50 105 115 100 100 100 9 30 50 100 
26 50 101 40 40 55 40 40 48 50 52 100 50 78 44 44 45 25 18 44 102 20 
114 55 57 40 40 50 50 115 100 45 32 55 20 110 50 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 
59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 40 27 50 50 12 
130 55 60 50 110 42 105 105 55 110 110 110 40 52 49 48 102 102 102 102 
103 103 103 103 102 102 102 102 103 103 103 103 50 45 40 100 100 5 5 
40]; 
  
% transpose p 
p = p'; 
  
%determine the length of p to set up calculation functions 
n = length(p); 
  
% determine the volume of ethanol capacity 
volume = sum(p); 
  
% production share from dry mill 75% based on RFA 
prob = 0.75; 
  
% allocate random binary values to determine whether plant is wet or 
dry 
% mill (1 = dry, 0 = wet) 
rand('seed', 0) 
dry = rand(n,1) <=prob; 
p = [p dry]; 
  
%Sort the variables based on production 
A = sortrows(p,2); 
numberwetplants = n - sum(A(:,2)); 
wetplants = zeros(numberwetplants,1); 
for z = 1:numberwetplants 
    wetplants(z) = A(z,1); 
end 
numberdryplants = sum(A(:,2)); 
dryplants = zeros(numberdryplants,1); 
for z = 1:numberdryplants 
    dryplants(z) = A(numberwetplants + z,1); 
end 
  
nD = length(dryplants); 
nW = length(wetplants); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Compute capital cost recovery for plants (16% ROI, 8.5% debt interest; 
%40:60 debt to equity; $1.8 per gallon of annual capacity) 
capcostrateD = normrnd(1.80, 0.03, [nD 1]); 
intvolD = (1000000 * dryplants(:,1)); 
initialcostD = capcostrateD.* intvolD; 
projectdebtD = 0.4 * initialcostD; 
projectequityD = 0.6 * initialcostD; 
debtrate = 0.085; 
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roi = 0.16; 
investlength = 20; 
debtstep1 = (1/(1+debtrate))^investlength; 
debtstep2 = (1 - debtstep1)/debtrate; 
debtamortizedD = projectdebtD / debtstep2; 
equitystep1 = (1/(1+roi))^investlength; 
equitystep2 = (1 - equitystep1)/roi; 
equityamortizedD = projectequityD / equitystep2; 
aD = debtamortizedD + equityamortizedD; 
capitalcostD = aD./intvolD; 
dryplants = [dryplants capitalcostD]; 
  
capcostrateW = normrnd(1.80, 0.04, [nW 1]); 
intvolW = (1000000 * wetplants(:,1)); 
initialcostW = capcostrateW.* intvolW; 
projectdebtW = 0.4 * initialcostW; 
projectequityW = 0.6 * initialcostW; 
debtamortizedW = projectdebtW / debtstep2; 
equityamortizedW = projectequityW / equitystep2; 
aW = debtamortizedW + equityamortizedW; 
capitalcostW = aW./intvolW; 
wetplants = [wetplants capitalcostW]; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Other Variables 
  
% bbl = 42 gallons in a barrel of oil 
bbl = 42; 
  
% crwm = corn bushels required per barrel of fuel produced in wet mill 
(40.11 gallons/2.65 gallons a bushel) 
crwm = 15.73; 
% crdm = corn bushels required per barrel of fuel produced in dry mill 
(40.11 gallons/2.55 gallons a bushel) 
crdm = 15.14; 
  
% cpi = CPI inflation coefficient to convert 1987 dollars to January 
2008 dollars 
cpi = 1.9037; 
  
% operating costs 
oc = 5.477*cpi; 
  
%ethanol price basis 
eth = eth * basismultiple; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Preliminary calculations 
  
% Calculate coproduct volume for each type of plant (from NEMS 
documentation) 
% copw = coproduct value for existing wet mill (per barrel of ethanol, 
40.11 gallons) 
copw = (11.47*cpi); 
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% copd = coproduct value for existing dry mill (per barrel of ethanol, 
40.11 gallons) 
copd = (7.511*cpi); 
  
% Calculate relationship between crude oil price and wholesale gasoline 
price (based on Tyner and Taheripour 2007) 
gasoline = 0.2961 + (0.0259*o); 
  
%Calculate cost of gasoline denaturant in ethanol (42-40.11 = 1.89 
gallons of gasoline in each barrel of ethanol) 
%gasolinedenat = gasoline*1.89; 
  
%Convert coal prices from short tons to mmBtu (1 short ton coal = 
20.746 mmBtu) 
coal = ca/20.746; 
  
% Energy requirements  
%ngew = natural gas inputs for existing wet mill (0.44 mmBtu/barrel) 
ngew = 0.44; 
%nged = natural gas inputs for existing dry mill (0.7544 mmBtu/barrel) 
nged = 0.7544; 
  
%coalew = coal inputs for existing wet mill (1.7136 mmBtu/barrel) 
coalew = 1.7136; 
%coaled = coal inputs for existing dry mill (0.756 mmBtu/barrel) 
coaled = 0.756; 
  
%elew = electricity inputs for existing wet mill (31.5 kwh) 
elew = 31.5; 
%eled = electricity inputs for all dry mills (45.4386 kwh) 
eled = 45.4386; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Set up input probability distributions to incorporate randomness 
  
% corn input prices for producers of ethanol 
cornsigma = c * 0.025; 
corn = normrnd(c,cornsigma,[n 1]); 
  
% natural gas input prices for producers of ethanol 
ngsigma = ng *0.025; 
naturalgas = normrnd(ng,ngsigma,[n 1]); 
  
%coal input prices for producers of ethanol 
coalsigma = coal * 0.03; 
coalp = normrnd(coal, coalsigma, [n 1]); 
  
%electricity input prices for producers of ethanol 
elecsigma = e * 0.025; 
electricity = normrnd(e, elecsigma, [n 1]); 
  
%gasoline denaturant prices 
gasolinesigma = gasoline * .025; 
gasolinedenat = 1.89*(normrnd(gasoline, gasolinesigma, [n 1])); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Calculation for production costs (with out subsidy) 
dryprice = zeros(nD,1); 
for w = 1:nD 
    dryprice(w) = ((((corn(w) * crdm) + oc + 
((naturalgas(w)*nged)+(coalp(w)*coaled)+(electricity(w)*eled)) + 
gasolinedenat(w) - copd)/bbl) + dryplants(w,2)) * basismultiple; 
end 
  
wetprice = zeros(nW,1); 
for u = 1:nW 
    wetprice(u) = ((((corn(nD+u) * crwm) + oc + 
((naturalgas(nD+u)*ngew)+(coalp(nD+u)*coalew)+(electricity(nD+u)*elew)) 
+ gasolinedenat(nD+u) - copw)/bbl) + wetplants(u,2)) * basismultiple; 
end 
  
ethanolprice = [wetprice; dryprice]; 
  
ethanolprice = [ethanolprice A(:,1)]; 
  
%%%% Formats for plot 
Z = sortrows(ethanolprice); 
y = zeros(volume,1); 
  
%%% Programming for the plot axis 
t = zeros(n,1); 
t(1) = Z(1,2); 
for j = 2:n 
    t(j) = t(j-1) + Z(j,2); 
end 
  
y(1:t(1)) = Z(1,1); 
for j = 2:n 
    y((t(j-1)):t(j)) = Z(j,1); 
end 
  
% Incorporate the subsidy, and plot 
Zsub = Z; 
Zsub(1,1) = Z(1,1) - sub; 
for j = 2:n 
    Zsub(j,1) = Z(j,1) - sub; 
end 
  
tsub = zeros(n,1); 
tsub(1) = Zsub(1,2); 
for j = 2:n 
    tsub(j) = tsub(j-1) + Zsub(j,2); 
end 
  
ysub = zeros(volume,1); 
ysub(1:tsub(1)) = Zsub(1,1); 
for j = 2:n 
    ysub((tsub(j-1)):tsub(j)) = Zsub(j,1); 
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end 
  
% Gasoline supply curve plot 
gs = zeros(volume,1); 
gs(1) = gasoline; 
for k = 2:volume 
    gs(k) = gasoline; 
end 
  
% plot current ethanol market price 
ethp = zeros(volume,1); 
ethp(1) = eth; 
for k = 2:volume 
    ethp(k) = eth; 
end 
  
  
plot(y, 'LineWidth', 3), xlabel('Millions of Gallons', 'FontSize', 16), 
ylabel('Dollars per Gallon', 'FontSize', 16), title('Corn-based Ethanol 
Plant-level Supply Curve', 'FontSize', 20) 
hold on 
plot(ysub, 'c', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot (gs, 'k', 'LineWidth', 3) 
plot (ethp, 'r', 'LineWidth', 3) 
  
 
The Ethanol Profit Model (EPROFIT) 
 
Purpose: 

The EPROFIT was developed in order to evaluate the financial health of an 
ethanol producer or industry by solving for the producer’s production margin.  The model 
calculates the producer’s marginal cost of production for either a dry-mill or wet-mill 
production facility.  The marginal cost of ethanol production is compared to the spot 
price ethanol is expected to fetch on the open market.  Model users define several input 
costs including corn, natural gas and others.  
 The EPROFIT model is useful to detect potential financial problems arising from 
negative production margins associated from varying input prices.  Financial analysts 
looking for an industry barometer to make equity investment recommendations can use 
utilize the tool.  Under such circumstances, a long-period of tight or negative production 
margins would signal to an analyst, investment banker or production manager, that the 
firm’s cash position may deteriorate leading to debt repayment issues.  The model is also 
useful for government officials.  Recently, the government has debated providing ethanol 
producers direct financial support due to decreasing margins and producers teetering on 
bankruptcy (Looker, 2008).  The EPROFIT model helps government officials evaluate 
the need for direct financial assistance based on the per gallon production margin.  
 
Instructions: 
 
The EPROFIT model is designed for use in Matlab.   

1. To run the model, first open Matlab. 
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2. Create a new program file by clicking File -> New Program File. 
3. Copy the attached EPROFIT code (found below), and paste into the program file 

browser. 
4. Save the program file into your active directory as “eprofit.m” by clicking File -> 

Save Program File As. 
5. Determine whether you would like to analyze the ethanol producers on a short-run 

or long-run basis.  For analysis on a short-run basis, the variable will be 
delineated by a 1.  If on a long-run basis, the variable’s value is 0.  

6. Before running the model compile the desired input variables for: 
a. Corn (dollars per bushel) 
b. Oil (dollars per barrel) 
c. Natural gas (dollars per mmBtu) 
d. Electricity (dollars per kWh) 
e. Coal (dollars per short-ton) 
f. Return on investment (percentage as a decimal; eg – 16% entered as 0.16) 
g. Interest rate for debt (percentage as a decimal) 
h. Ethanol market price (dollar per gallon) 
i. Type of ethanol plant (dry mill = 1; wet mill = 0) 

7. The input argument for the model is eprofit(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j) where the values in 
parenthesis are the values determined in section 6 of the ESC instructions and are 
delimited by commas. ‘j’ represents the analysis basis, with 1 representing a 
short-run basis, and 0 representing a long-run basis.  
 
For example: corn = 5; oil = 100; natural gas = 10; electricity = 0.07; coal = 50; 

return on investment = 0.16; Debt interest rate = 0.085; ethanol market price = 2.25; 
dry mill; and short-run basis.  The input argument in Matlab would be: 

 
eprofit(5,100,10,0.07,50,0.16,0.85,2.25,1,1)  <click enter> 
 
Matlab will provide a value in the command window called profitmargin.  The 

value is equal to the difference between the ethanol market price and the marginal 
cost of production and is in dollars per gallon. 

  
 
EPROFIT Matlab code:  
 
% Ethanol production facility profit margins 
function x = eprofit(c,o,ng,e,ca,roi,debt,eth,y,econrun) 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% c = corn price per bushel 
% o = oil price per barrel 
% ng = natural gas price per million btu 
% e = electricity price per kwh 
% ca = coal price per short ton 
% roi = return on investment rate (ex = 0.15) 
% debt = interest rate for debt (ex = 0.10) 
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% eth = current ethanol spot price per gallon 
% econrun = whether the profit margins are based on short-run or long-
run conditions 
    % econrun = 1 for short-run 
    % econrun = 0 for long-run 
% y = type of facility 
    %y = 1 for dry mill 
    %y = 0 for wet mill 
  
  
%bbl = 42 gallons in a barrel of oil 
bbl = 42; 
  
% crwm = corn bushels required per barrel of fuel produced in wet mill 
(40.11 gallons/2.65 gallons a bushel) 
crwm = 15.73; 
% crdm = corn bushels required per barrel of fuel produced in dry mill 
(40.11 gallons/2.55 gallons a bushel) 
crdm = 15.14; 
  
% cpi = CPI inflation coefficient to convert 1987 dollars to January 
2008 dollars 
cpi = 1.9037; 
  
% operating costs 
oc = 5.477*cpi; 
  
% copw = coproduct value for existing wet mill (per barrel of ethanol, 
40.11 gallons) 
copw = (11.47*cpi); 
% copd = coproduct value for existing dry mill (per barrel of ethanol, 
40.11 gallons) 
copd = (7.511*cpi); 
  
% Calculate relationship between crude oil price and wholesale gasoline 
price (based on Tyner and Taheripour 2007) 
gasoline = 0.2961 + (0.0259*o); 
  
%Calculate cost of gasoline denaturant in ethanol (42-40.11 = 1.89 
gallons of gasoline in each barrel of ethanol) 
gasolinedenat = gasoline*1.89; 
  
%Convert coal prices from short tons to mmBtu (1 short ton coal = 
20.746 mmBtu) 
coal = ca/20.746; 
  
% Energy requirements  
%ngew = natural gas inputs for existing wet mill (0.44 mmBtu/barrel) 
ngew = 0.44; 
%nged = natural gas inputs for existing dry mill (0.7544 mmBtu/barrel) 
nged = 0.7544; 
  
%coalew = coal inputs for existing wet mill (1.7136 mmBtu/barrel) 
coalew = 1.7136; 
%coaled = coal inputs for existing dry mill (0.756 mmBtu/barrel) 
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coaled = 0.756; 
  
%elew = electricity inputs for existing wet mill (31.5 kwh) 
elew = 31.5; 
%eled = electricity inputs for all dry mills (45.4386 kwh) 
eled = 45.4386; 
  
% Compute capital cost recovery for plant (40:60 debt to equity; $1.8 
pre gallon of annual capacity) 
initialcost = 1.8; 
projectdebt = initialcost * .4; 
projectequity = initialcost * .6; 
investlength = 20; 
debtstep1 = (1/(1+debt))^investlength; 
debtstep2 = (1 - debtstep1)/debt; 
debtamortized = projectdebt/debtstep2; 
equitystep1 = (1/(1+roi))^investlength; 
equitystep2 = (1 - equitystep1)/roi; 
equityamortized = projectequity/equitystep2; 
capitalcost = debtamortized + equityamortized; 
  
  
% Calculation of production costs 
if y == 1 
    price = (((c * crdm) + oc + ((ng*nged)+(coal*coaled)+(e*eled)) + 
gasolinedenat - copd)/bbl) + capitalcost; 
end 
if y == 0 
    price = (((c * crwm) + oc + ((ng*ngew)+(coal*coalew)+(e*elew)) + 
gasolinedenat - copw)/bbl) + capitalcost; 
end 
  
if econrun == 1 
    price = price - capitalcost; 
end 
  
profitmargin = eth - price 
 
 
 
The Ethanol Variable Subsidy Model (EVSUB) 
 
Purpose: 

The EVSUB model was developed in response to calls for variable ethanol 
subsidies (Tyner and Taheripour, 2007) and potential backlash for spending billions of 
government tax revenues on ethanol production.  Variable subsidies for the ethanol 
industry are price-contingent, meaning the industry only receives a subsidy when the 
costs of production limit the industry’s ability to compete with gasoline on a price basis.  
The model compares the marginal cost of producing ethanol (on a gasoline energy 
equivalent basis) to the wholesale price of RBOB gasoline to solve for the variable 
subsidy.   
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 The model assumes the transportation fuel market acts rationally and is in 
equilibrium.  Under such conditions, ethanol is expected to trade on par with gasoline 
because ethanol is a gasoline substite.  If the costs of producing ethanol are too high to 
compete with gasoline, then ethanol deserves a subsidy because people value the national 
security and environmental benefits associated with ethanol consumption.  If ethanol is 
cheaper than gasoline, it does not deserve a subsidy because producing ethanol is 
profitable under such circumstances.  EVSUB returns a subsidy value of 0 when ethanol 
is cheaper than gasoline because the ethanol industry deserves neither a subsidy or tax.     
 
Instructions: 
 
The EVSUB model is designed for use in Matlab.   

1. To run the model, first open Matlab. 
2. Create a new program file by clicking File -> New Program File. 
3. Copy the attached EVSUB code (found below), and paste into the program file 

browser. 
4. Save the program file into your active directory as “evsub.m” by clicking File -> 

Save Program File As. 
5. Determine whether you would like to analyze the ethanol producers on a short-run 

or long-run basis.  For analysis on a short-run basis, the variable will be 
delineated by a 1.  If on a long-run basis, the variable’s value is 0.  

6. Before running the model compile the desired input variables for: 
a) Corn (dollars per bushel) 
b) Oil (dollars per barrel) 
c) Natural gas (dollars per mmBtu) 
d) Electricity (dollars per kWh) 
e) Coal (dollars per short-ton) 

7. The input argument for the model is evsub(a,b,c,d,e,f) where the values in 
parenthesis are the values determined in section 6 of the ESC instructions and are 
delimited by commas. ‘f’ represents the analysis basis, with 1 representing a 
short-run basis, and 0 representing a long-run basis.  
 
For example: corn = 5; oil = 100; natural gas = 10; electricity = 0.07; coal = 50; 

and short-run basis.  The input argument in Matlab would be: 
 
evsub(5,100,10,0.07,50 ,1)  <click enter> 
 
Matlab will return a value within the command value called subsidy.  The value is 

the per gallon subsidy required to make ethanol break-even. 
 
 
EVSUB Matlab code:  
 
% Variable subsidy for ethanol producers based on given commodity 
market 
% conditions, and with out a production mandate 
function x = evsub(c,o,ng,e,ca,econrun) 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% c = corn price per bushel 
% o = oil price per barrel 
% ng = natural gas price per million btu 
% e = electricity price per kwh 
% ca = coal price per short ton 
% econrun = whether the profit margins are based on short-run or long-
run conditions 
    % econrun = 1 for short-run 
    % econrun = 0 for long-run 
  
% basismultiple = 1.4286 to put ethanol on a gasoline energy equivalent 
basis 
Basismultiple = 1.4286; 
%bbl = 42 gallons in a barrel of oil 
bbl = 42; 
  
% crwm = corn bushels required per barrel of fuel produced in wet mill 
(40.11 gallons/2.65 gallons a bushel) 
crwm = 15.73; 
% crdm = corn bushels required per barrel of fuel produced in dry mill 
(40.11 gallons/2.55 gallons a bushel) 
crdm = 15.14; 
  
% cpi = CPI inflation coefficient to convert 1987 dollars to January 
2008 dollars 
cpi = 1.9037; 
  
% operating costs 
oc = 5.477*cpi; 
  
% copw = coproduct value for existing wet mill (per barrel of ethanol, 
40.11 gallons) 
copw = (11.47*cpi); 
% copd = coproduct value for existing dry mill (per barrel of ethanol, 
40.11 gallons) 
copd = (7.511*cpi); 
  
% Calculate relationship between crude oil price and wholesale gasoline 
price (based on Tyner and Taheripour 2007) 
gasoline = 0.2961 + (0.0259*o); 
  
%Calculate cost of gasoline denaturant in ethanol (42-40.11 = 1.89 
gallons of gasoline in each barrel of ethanol) 
gasolinedenat = gasoline*1.89; 
  
%Convert coal prices from short tons to mmBtu (1 short ton coal = 
20.746 mmBtu) 
coal = ca/20.746; 
  
% Energy requirements  
%ngew = natural gas inputs for existing wet mill (0.44 mmBtu/barrel) 
ngew = 0.44; 
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%nged = natural gas inputs for existing dry mill (0.7544 mmBtu/barrel) 
nged = 0.7544; 
  
%coalew = coal inputs for existing wet mill (1.7136 mmBtu/barrel) 
coalew = 1.7136; 
%coaled = coal inputs for existing dry mill (0.756 mmBtu/barrel) 
coaled = 0.756; 
  
%elew = electricity inputs for existing wet mill (31.5 kwh) 
elew = 31.5; 
%eled = electricity inputs for all dry mills (45.4386 kwh) 
eled = 45.4386; 
  
% Compute capital cost recovery for plant (40:60 debt to equity; $1.8 
pre gallon of annual capacity) 
initialcost = 1.8; 
roi = 0.16; 
debt = 0.085; 
projectdebt = initialcost * .4; 
projectequity = initialcost * .6; 
investlength = 20; 
debtstep1 = (1/(1+debt))^investlength; 
debtstep2 = (1 - debtstep1)/debt; 
debtamortized = projectdebt/debtstep2; 
equitystep1 = (1/(1+roi))^investlength; 
equitystep2 = (1 - equitystep1)/roi; 
equityamortized = projectequity/equitystep2; 
capitalcost = debtamortized + equityamortized; 
  
  
% Calculation of production costs 
price1 = ((((c * crdm) + oc + ((ng*nged)+(coal*coaled)+(e*eled)) + 
gasolinedenat - copd)/bbl) + capitalcost)*basismultiple; 
price2 = ((((c * crwm) + oc + ((ng*ngew)+(coal*coalew)+(e*elew)) + 
gasolinedenat - copw)/bbl) + capitalcost)*basismultiple; 
if econrun == 1 
    price1 = price1 - capitalcost; 
    price2 = price2 - capitalcost; 
end 
  
% Compute the weighted average ethanol cost based on 75% production 
from 
% dry mill, 25% from wet mill 
price = (0.75 * price1)+(0.25 * price2); 
  
subsidy = price - gasoline; 
  
if subsidy < 0 
    subsidy = 0; 
end 
  
subsidy = subsidy 
 


